W A G N E R I N I TA LY

and Cosima’s two daughters by Hans von Bülow, Daniela and Blandine)
and they all set off at 7.30 pm in gondolas for La Fenice. After the
performance they returned home again by gondolas, happy and contented.
On 5 January, they walked in St Mark’s Square but had to return home
when Richard began suffering chest spasms. At supper, according
to Cosima’s diary, he had told her “I love you!”, which contradicts
subsequent gossip that their marriage had become strained over a
fanciful involvement by the sixty-nine year old Wagner with the ‘Flower
Maiden’ Carrie Pringle – debunked by Stewart Spencer (among others)
in the 2004 issue of the Journal of the Wagner Society of London. On 12
January, the spasms lasted for more than two hours. He died in Cosima’s
arms in the Palazzo Vendramin in the afternoon of 13 February. A plaque

Memorial plaque

was later erected on the Grand Canal wall
of the Palazzo with a text by the Italian
poet D’Annunzio. It reads: “In this palace,
the spirits heard the last breath of Richard
Wagner become eternal, like the tide which
laps the marble stones”.
Just two months after Wagner’s death, the
Ring was given its first Italian performances,
in Venice, at La Fenice on 14, 15, 17 and 18
April 1883. It opened in Bologna on 20 April
and in Rome on the 27th. Richard and Cosima
Wagner’s love affair with Italy was complete.

Wagner and Cosima at Palazzo Vendramin

22 MAY 1813 - HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR RICHARD
Sad that
we couldn’t
celebrate
live this
year as
planned on 10 March due to
Covid 19 lockdown but happy
some of us were able to meet
up on Zoom on 22 May 2020
to share virtual bubbles and
cake.
Richard Wagner celebrated
by Zoomers; Barbara Brady,
Mike Day, Marie Leech,
Minnie Biggs, Jill and Jacqui
Sykes, Colleen and Michael
Chesterman, Jenny Edwards,
Garry Richards and Pauline
Holgerson
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